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About This Game

If there's one thing we know about Emojis, it's that they *checks notes* love to defend against sequential waves of enemies...?
Well, if you say so! ��♀️

Features
�� Nice and simple tower defense gameplay!

�� Six campaigns with lots of levels each!
�� Each level has a different set of emojis and enemies for you to deal with!

�� Collect money to upgrade your emojis!
�� Earn shiny medals if you do well!

Wow!!!!!
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It's a funny spin on games like Baldur's Gate but as soon as I got lost once I got bored lol. I blame more current graphics and
attention to detail in other games than GT2 though :).. I like the game's focus and atmosphere around Metal mixed with magic.
The comedy makes the game fun and interesting. MaP is Fun As Phu K.
. Well that was intense. Just finished my first game, 23 minutes of action has left me drenched in sweat and with a big grin on
my face. Slow to start but by wave 16 I was constantly ducking and weaving while lobbing my shield like a maniac and laughing
my\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665off. I refunded holopoint as the constant spinning made me feel sick but the enemies
seem to stick to one direction when it gets intense which I think helps. If you have a vive, buy this now.. Really great concept,
really poor execution. Got into a game with some buds and from the visuals to the sfx to the music to the gameplay itself, it's
been pretty horrible. The hitboxes are unclear, the guns feel horrid, and the jump and run speed are infuriatingly slow for an
arena shooter like this. Pretty huge disappointment, I'm refunding my purchase.. not enough fuel glitch, unable to play. I saw
this game and the words PIRATE ( Yes I am a wuss for anything pirate..don't ask why. :)

Anyway only played a short while due to life etc but what made me buy this game above anything else was the raw honest truth
from the devs about this game and it's future.

Also obviously other reviews...I felt the need to support them with further development because I was taken aback by what
appears to be total steadfast to finishing and enhancing this game..

Gets my vote for sure.

GTX 1070 I5 6600k 16 gb ram playing game at 60fps on a 60hz monitor in 1440p.

The game looks fabulous and honestly is above the quality of some FX 3 tables.

I feel that real skill is being applied to this game and I am looking forward to seeing others down the line :). Fairly standard
point and click adventure game, for what it's worth. Doesn't quite capture the feeling of discovery and accomplishment that
comes from putting things together. As it is, Holmes is always one step ahead of the player--which can still make for a great
story, but it doesn't really let you have the experience of playing as the great Sherlock Holmes. Fun enough, and worth a
playthrough, but between taking what ends up feeling like a very passive role in the story and some quirks of gameplay that end
up being rather annoying--particularly in those sections of the game requiring precise timing--it's all a bit of a let down at the
end.
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Grim Dragons is a unique casting of Dragons as they really are. Too often we don't get the dragon's point of view when we
humans get nice and comfy near their nests. And it follows that a dragon would indeed have something to say about all the noise
that we make! (Can't say much about how we smell though.)

You play as one such lovely creature for once. A dragon, named Cyril, who has had a nap disrupted by humans.

I enjoy the relationship the author of this game has done with Cyril. He isn't the bad guy in his own mind, he's just protecting
his roaming grounds and doing what any normal dragon would. And that kind of thinking is surprisingly provoking! It makes it
very enjoyable despite what many others would say it lacks in graphical content.

Well, I got a dragon game worth playing now!

EDIT: But, this game has likely been abandoned, therefore I do not recommend purchasing this unless the creator fulfills his
dream and finishes it. By then, we might have a better game to buy anyway! (Unless more dragon games continue to flop that is.
Any hints where a good one may be?). With a metactric score of 49 when writing this review I might have passed this one by,
but my affinity for pixely graphics and throwback gameplay compelled me to give this game a shot.

In Bad Bots, you play as Sam McRae aboard the Titan Hauler in this side-scrolling 'metrovania' style shooter. With a plot right
out of an Asimov novel, Sam McRae finds himself the only survivor of a robotic uprising incited by a malevolent AI; a story we
are all familiar with, but maybe originality isn't what this game is going for.

I've spent just about a half-hour in game by the time of doing this review, maybe that's too short but in my opinion it was easy to
see where the game was going. In either case, feel free to take my review with a grain of salt due to my lack of time in the game.

In a very crowded market of side-scrollers does Bad Bots have what it takes to stand a head taller than the rest? Personally, I
don't think so. Maybe it's just my affinity for this sort of games but I feel like Bad Bots could have been a good game but the
game's overall lack of polish and thoughtfulness hold it back. First of all, there's very little music in the game, I even thought the
game was broken at first. I suspect it was aiming for a Half-Life vibe but I don't think it achieves this. In Half-life there are
many other sound effects and visuals to occupy your attention, but with Bad Bots you're left with an aural void that doesn't feel
particularly artistic and more like the developers trying to save money. I mentioned previously that this game lacked
thoughtfulness; unlike a well thought out game of this genre where every room and enemy is placed with intention, rooms in this
game seem to be thrown in arbitrarily and filled with rows of identical enemies. It's also nearly impossible to avoid being hit as
enemies shoot with laser precision (hey, they're robots after all) through all manner of platforms and other obstetrical. To
compensate the level is loaded with copious amounts of ammo and health and in my book this is a sign of weak level design.

In my first 30 minutes of gameplay I was able to make it to the first boss; they actually busted out the music for this battle. The
boss quickly fell to my weapon in the matter of seconds. This lack of challenge doesn't inspire me to keep playing and leaves me
with an empty gaming experience. I supect the challenge level would increase later on, but based on the previous gameplay how
much of this challenge is derived from unavoidable damage taken from laser accurate gunfire.

Bad Bots appears to be a port of a Xbox game so it does support USB controllers. Conversely it seems they put minimal effort
into doing a proper PC port as it lacks any options to rebind keys or even view what the keyboard controls art. Even the ingame
control hits still show the Xbox buttons when you are using a keyboard/mouse. Playing with the keyboard and mouse literally
required me to guess what the buttons are.

On the positive side, besides for the pixely graphics and retro gameplay (which is entirely subjective) the feel on destroying
enemies is quite good. The game features storyboards that narrate the story and the overall presentation is decent but the
previously mentioned flaws keep me from recommending this title. It's a shame as I feel this game did have potential.

Score: 5/10. Small, Interesting and immersive. Game concepts are unique and really bring this survival game together for
enjoyable replays.. Harder Than I Remember!. I do believe Meadowland was Marten Jonsson's (Star Sky, Star Sky2, But to
Paint the Universe) first Steam game. As a walking simulator (though the player flies) the ambition I feel was to tell a simple
visual story with the added elements of a puzzle game. As a puzzle game the visual clues found in the book are a bit difficult to
understand but the story is "age-old" of when a boy and a girl meet and fall in love.
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Biggest review complaint is about an achievement called "Tree of Dreams". To gain this achievement the player must fly back
and forth across the whole landscape (day and night) looking for semi-translucent puzzle pieces, a type of mini-game. A bit
tedious but doable. No offense intended to Mr. Jonsson but I am glad he steered away from actual puzzle elements in his later
games. His later endeavors are still beautiful art pieces but focus more on the tale being told then gimmicky puzzles. (Since I
own all of this developer's work I do feel I have a little right to comment on an artist's growth in a difficult medium.)

The artwork is very pretty and the music soothing. If one enjoys this artist's work Meadowland is must for the collection.
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